SUNEX TOOLS

7 PIECE JUMBO SAE COMBINATION WRENCH SET
* High density, dropped forged alloy steel for strength
* Raised panel design
* Comes with sturdy metal clip for storage
P/N 12-01967..........................$122.75

14 PIECE SAE COMBINATION WRENCH SET
* Canvas pouch included
* Raised panel design
* High density, dropped forged alloy steel for strength
P/N 12-01970..........................$60.75

14 PIECE ANGLE HEAD SAE WRENCH SET
* Canvas pouch included
* Fully polished drop forged alloy steel
* 15° and 60° angled ends for added convenieince
P/N 12-01975..........................$74.95

14 PIECE ANGLE HEAD METRIC WRENCH SET
* Canvas pouch included
* Fully polished drop forged alloy steel
* 15° and 60° angled ends for added convenieince
9914M Includes: 991404M-6mm, 991408M-13mm, 991403M-7mm, 991409M-14mm, 991404M-8mm, 991410M-15mm, 991401M-9mm, 991411M-16mm, 991405M-10mm, 991412M-17mm, 991406M-11mm, 991413M-18mm, 991407M-12mm, 991414M-19mm
P/N 12-01976..........................$61.75

8 PIECE FLARE NUT CROWFOOT WRENCH SET
* 3/8" Drive
* Fully polished drop forged alloy steel
* Mounted on a convenient storage rail
P/N 12-01968..........................$29.75

7 PIECE JUMBO STRAIGHT CROWFOOT WRENCH SET
* Fully polished drop forged alloy steel
* 1/2" Drive
* Reusable blow mold storage tray
P/N 12-01971..........................$66.75

6 PIECE JUMBO METRIC CROWFOOT WRENCH SET
* Fully polished drop forged alloy steel
* 1/2" Drive
* Reusable blow mold storage tray
P/N 12-01972..........................$92.75

10 PIECE METRIC FLARE NUT CROWFOOT WRENCH SET
* Fully polished drop forged alloy steel
* 3/8" Drive
* Mounted on a convenient storage rail
9710M Includes: 971010-10mm, 971015-15mm, 971011-11mm, 971016-16mm, 971012-12mm, 971017-17mm, 971013-13mm, 971018-18mm, 971014-14mm, 971019-19mm
P/N 12-01969..........................$35.50

8 PIECE JUMBO METRIC STRAIGHT CROWFOOT WRENCH SET
* Fully polished drop forged alloy steel
* Mounted on storage rail for convenience
* Reusable blow mold storage tray
9730 Includes: 97324-24mm, 97328-28mm, 97325-25mm, 97329-29mm, 97326-26mm, 97330-30mm, 97327-27mm, 97332-32mm
P/N 12-01973..........................$57.75

SX-230A DIE GRINDER & ACCESSORIES
1/4" air die grinder. Built-in regulator. Exhaust directed away. Lever throttle for positive lever control.
Die Grinder P/N 12-01124......................$61.75

X-227B HEAVY DUTY METAL SHEARS
Muffled handle exhaust. Heavy-duty, ball and needle construction. Pneumatic.
P/N 12-01122..........................$117.75

SUNEX PNEUMATIC TOOLS
1/4" DRIVE MINI AIR RATCHET WRENCH
SXR08 Specification
* Lever throttle for positive speed control
* Ball detent socket retainer
* Rear exhaust
* Also available: 1/4" head kit P/N 12-01932 .....................$87.75
* 3/8" DRIVE PISTOL GRIP IMPACT WRENCH
SXR21A Specification
* Ring socket retainer for rapid socket changes
* Front bumper for added protection
* Built-in regulator for added protection
* Reliable dog clutch mechanism for dependable service
* Reliable dog clutch mechanism for dependable service
P/N 12-01937..........................$87.75

MEDIUM DUTY AIR HAMMER
SX275B Specification
* Built-in regulator
* Accepts .401" Parker taper shank chisels
* An excellent general purpose hammer
* Quick change retainer spring P/N 12-01935 .....................$44.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice